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Abstract: Lean manufacturing refers to a manufacturing improvement process based on the fundamental goal
of Toyota production system (TPS) in order to minimize or eliminate waste while maximizing production flow.
Many manufacturing organizations realize the importance of practicing lean techniques. Lean manufacturing
has proven to be an effective strategy to increase productivity and cost competiveness in the manufacturing
industry. This project discuses about benefits of implementing lean concept and focuses on Value Stream
Mapping (VSM) and Single Minute Exchange of Dies (SMED) in Carriage Building Press shop. As VSM
involves in all of the process steps, both value added and non-value added, are analysed and using VSM as
a visual tool to help see the hidden waste and sources of waste. A Current State Map and future state map is
drawn to document how things actually operated on the Carriage Building press shop. More specially VSM and
SMED are utilized to enhance productivity. Obtained results indicate that lead time, changeover time and non-
value added activities were reduced.
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INTRODUCTION forms. Material, time, idle equipment and inventory are

The process of Lean Manufacturing has been the available resources. Even the best Lean Manufacturers
main concerns and issues of many manufacturing probably waste 30%. 'LEAN' has always been important
companies throughout the world. Many processes to manufacturers. When you reduce inventories, assets,
leading up to lean manufacturing have influenced this overhead, wait times and out-of-specs, you generally
greatly such as Interchangeable parts, Just in Time increase profits [2]. 
Production, the Ford Assembly line and the Toyota The word “Kaizen” which means improvement in
Production Systems. Japanese. This strategy consists of continuous

Eli Whitney is considered to be the founding father improvement of a system involving a whole company, or
of this process with his idea of interchangeable parts. industry. This strategy, known as the Kaizen event,
Later on in the 1900s, Henry Ford introduced the idea of consists of using all members of a company, mapping the
the assembly line, which rapidly produced automobiles [1] existing process, brainstorming on improvement and
From this, there have been greater advancements in implementing these new ideas.
technology which have lead to faster production times
and reduction of ineffectual materials. Below is a timeline Lean Manufacturing Tools: The system focused on
showing how lean manufacturing has progressed since Eli pinpointing the major sources of waste and then using
Whitney introduced Interchangeable Parts. tools such as JIT, production smoothing, setup reduction

This specific process of Lean Manufacturing has and others to eliminate the waste [3] A very brief
been implemented and used by all types of leading description of the most common lean tools is given below
manufacturing companies. Lean means "manufacturing the interested reader is referred to one of the many books
without waste." Waste ("muda" in Japanese) has many on lean manufacturing for more details:

examples. Most companies waste 70%-90% of their
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Cellular Manufacturing: Organizes the entire process for Inappropriate processing-Going about work
a particular product or similar products into a group (or processes using the wrong set of tools, procedures
‘‘cell’’), including all the necessary machines, equipment or systems, often when a simpler approach may be
and operators. Resources within cells are arranged to more effective.
easily facilitate all operations [4]. Excessive transportation-Excessive movement of

Just-in-time (JIT): A system where a customer initiates time and cost.
demand and the demand is then transmitted backward Waiting-Long periods of inactivity for people,
from the final assembly all the way to raw material, thus information or goods, resulting in poor flow and long
‘‘pulling’’ all requirements just when they are required. lead-times.

Kanbans: A signaling system for implementing JIT resulting in poor ergonomics, e.g., excessive bending
production. or stretching and frequently lost items.

Total Preventive Maintenance (TPM): Workers carry out Carriage Building Press Shop: The Carriage and Wagon
regular equipment maintenance to detect any anomalies. Workshop was built by Madras Railways in the year 1857.
The focus is changed from fixing breakdowns to Later it became a part of the Madras and Southern
preventing them [5]. Since operators are the closest to the Mahratta Railway company [9]. Initially the workshop
machines, they are included in maintenance and handled BG coaches, wagons and steam locomotives for
monitoring activities in order to prevent and provide periodical repairs and overhaul. The locomotive
warning of malfunctions. maintenance work was transferred to the Loco

Setup Time Reduction: Continuously try to reduce the Southern Railways after amalgamation of 3 company
setup time on a machine. railways in 1951.

Total Quality Management (TQM): A system of and large number of sub shops including Train lighting
continuous improvement employing participative and Air conditioning section to feed the mainshops with
management that is centered on the needs of customers sub assemblies. POH of AC coaches was started in the
[6]. Key components are employee involvement and year 1954.
training, problem-solving teams, statistical methods, long- This workshop undertakes POH of various types of
term goals  and  recognition  that  inefficiencies  are AC and Non AC coaches, like Sleeper, GS, Pantry Cars,
produced by the system, not people. Military coaches, Saloons, SLRDs VPUs/VPHs and

5S: Focuses on effective work place organization and undertakes the POH of wagons of variants, Rehabilitation
standardized work procedures. of wagons, Conversion of BOXN to BOXNR wagons

As defined in [7] there are seven wastes that can (stainless steel wagons), Rebuilding/Re roofing of BCN
occur in a system. wagons etc.

Overproduction-Producing too much or too soon, following workshops given below,
resulting in poor flow of information or goods and
excess inventory. Carriage Repair Shop (CR)
Defects-Frequent errors in paperwork or material/ Carriage Building Shop (CB)
product quality problems resulting in scrap and/or Deluxe Shop (DLX)
rework, as well as poor delivery performance [8]. Electrical Work shop (EW)
Unnecessary inventory-Excessive storage and delay A/C Electrical Work Shop ( A/C EW)
of information or products, resulting in excess Heavy Corrosion Shop ( HCR )
inventory and costs, leading to poor customer New Sheet Metal Shop ( NSMS)
service. New Machine Shop ( NMS)

people, information or goods, resulting in wasted

Unnecessary motion-Poor workplace organization,

Workshops, Perambur in the year 1932. It came under the

Carriage and Wagon Workshop has 12 Major shops

Janshatabdi coaches etc. Similarly this workshop

The carriage and wagon workshops having the



Net Time available to work per dayTakt time =
demand per day
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New Carriage Repair Shop ( NCRS) Takt Time: Assuming a product is made one unit at a time
Paint Shop (PS) at a constant rate during the net available work time, the
Spring Shop (SP) takt time is the amount of time that must elapse between
Train Lifting Workshop (TLW) two consecutive unit completions in order to meet the
Wheel Shop (WS) demand.

In this scenario, the Carriage Building(CB) press shop
have witnessed substantial improvements in recent years.
But the unnecessary capital investment is not going to
solve the problem entirely; moderately this will turn out Value Stream Mapping Basic Symbols
the waste in long run. The implementation of lean
manufacturing is greatly recommended, in order to
identify the waste and to eliminate them. This research
addresses the implementation of lean tool in the CB press
shop [10]. We reveal that how Value Stream Mapping can
be integrated to show a best picture of non value added
activities present in the system and, hereby eliminating
the problem that causes wastes.

Value Stream Mapping: Value Stream Mapping (VSM),
also known as Material and Information Flow Mapping, is
a lean manufacturing technique that is used to analyze the
flow of materials and information currently essential to
bring a product(7). It originated from the TPS and while it
is most commonly used in manufacturing it is also used in
logistics, supply chain, service related industries,
software development and product development. For the
most part, it is used primarily to identify, demonstrate and
decrease waste (any activity that does not add value to
the final product), as well as create flow in the
manufacturing process. The VSM method visually maps
the flow of materials and information from the time
products come in the back door as raw material, through
all manufacturing process steps and off the loading dock
as finished products. The various symbols used in VSM
are shown in figure1. 

Basic Steps to Value Stream Mapping:

Define the boundaries
Define the value
Identify the tasks and flows of material and
information between them.
Identify resources for each task and flow
Create the current state map
Identify value added and waste
Reconfigure the process to eliminate waste
Visualize the “Ideal State” and create future state map
Develop Action plans and tracking

Table 1: cycle time

PROCESS CYCLE

SL NO MACHINE NO SEQUENCE TIME in Sec

1 110224003/CB33 SHEARING 65

2 110224003/CB78 PRESS BRAKE-500

TONNES 45

4 110211003/CN1 RILLING 30

6 1102110024/P1 HOSPHATING 250

Current State Value Stream Map: The first step,
identifying the product, pertains to choosing what
product the VSM will focus on. After having chosen the
product to focus on, the next step is to draw the current
state VSM, also known as a Current State Map (CSM).
Data collection for the material flow started at gathering
snapshot data in CB press shop such as inventory levels
before each process, process cycle times (CTs), number of
workers and changeover (CO) times. Fig. 2 shows the
current state map that was constructed; the small boxes in
the map represent the process and the number inside the
box is the number of workers at each process. Also, each
process has a data box below, which contains the process
CT, the number of shifts and the CO time.

Future State Value Stream Map
Calculate Takt Time: Takt time means Available working
time divided by demand. The cycle time for different
process as shown in table 1.
Total working hours per day = 8 hours
Break time = 30 minutes
5 days demand= 600 components
 Total available time per day = (8 hrs-30mins)
= 7hrs 30mins
= 7hrs 30mins×60×60
= 27000 Sec
7hrs 30mins
Takt time = = 225 Sec

600/5 days
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Fig. 2: Current value stream map

Fig. 3: Continuous flow processing increasing machine up time. The future state focus area as

Cycle time chart to give you ideas of where to use figure 5.
continuous flow as shown fig 3. The process of defining The  future  state  map  as  shown  fig.6,  that  will
and describing the future state map starts while help   in   eliminating   or   at   least   reducing   different
developing the current state map, where target areas for types   of    waste    in   the   current   manufacturing
improvement start to show up. The bottleneck operation system.
as shown fig 4.

Looking at the current state map for CB press shop Benefits of Value Stream Mapping:
several things stand out: (a) large inventories, (b) the
difference between the total production lead-time(around Helps you visualize more than just the process level
4 days) and the value added time (390 Sec) and (c) each Allows you to see the sources of waste
process producing to its own schedule. Inventory and Identifies key leverage points for improvements
lead time may be viewed as two related issues since the Displays linkage between process, information and
more the inventory, the longer any item must wait  for  its material flow

Fig. 4: Bottleneck operations

Fig. 5: Future state focus area

turn and thus, the longer the lead time [11]. In creating the
ideal future state map we try to identify lean
manufacturing  tools  to  drive  both  of   these  down,
while looking at the schedule across the entire value
stream.

The work content is unbalanced. We need to drive
this time down so that we need faster changeover or

shown in figure 5, kaizen and kanban activities as shown
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Fig. 5: kaizen and kanban techniques

Fig. 6: Future state value stream map

Single Minute Exchange of Dies(SMED): SMED (Single The adjustment changeover time is the time from
Minute Exchange of Dies) also called changeover when all parts and dies are in place until the first good
reduction or rapid changeover, is a lean production piece has been produced.
technique to analyse and reduce resources needed for The start-up time is not considered in the change
equipment setup, including exchange of tools and dies. It over time because in practice it's difficult to distinguish
is an approach to increase output and decrease quality between start-up failures and "normal" failures.
losses due to changeovers. The target of SMED is that Nevertheless start-up failures should be eliminated as well
the change of dies or tools takes less than ten minutes, i.e. by appropriate actions.
a single digit number of minutes

Definitions and Theory: The changeover time can be optimization is recommended to be done in three steps
divided into two parts; mechanical changeover time and shown in figure 8.
adjustment changeover time.

The  mechanical  changeover  time  is  the  time it Observation: In the first step, the team observes a
takes to physically replace parts and dies in the changeover  and  documents  all  activities  by  noting
machine[5]. them   on   a  form  and/or  by  filming  or  taking  photos.

SMED Workshop Approach: The changeover
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Fig. 8: SMED workshop approach

Fig. 7: Changeover time activities Standardization of connections

Fig. 8: Before and after changeover time minutes to 60 minutes. During the workshop two

All wastes should be documented and possible improvements had been implemented in CB press shop.
improvements should be written down. Initial and after duration for changeover time is

Analysis: The analysis consists of classification of the improvements is 3300 Sec. The changeover time 44.16%
activities  that  were  observed  during  the  changeover. reduced, before and after changeover time is shown in
The activities are classified into one out of  eight  groups figure 8.

together with the duration of each activity and are
thereafter split up into internal and external activities. The
internal and external activities as shown in table 2.

Optimization: ECRS means Elimination, Combination,
Redistribution and Simplification The ECRS analysis
determines the improvement potential of each changeover
activity and the potential is estimated and tasks are
created based on the estimations and see explanations
below in table 3.

All improvements are defined with help of the ECRS
analysis and are thereafter realized in the workshop.
Following are some examples of improvements.

Improvement of methods and devices
Definition and visualization of storage areas for tools

Provide certain tools as a set
Presetting of tools and standardization if possible

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Value Stream Mapping: The current state value stream
map is drawn for the Carriage Building press shop.
Visualizing source of non-value added activities (waste)
as shown in current state map and future state map. The
current state map has illustrated the value added activities
and non value added activities.

SMED: The objective of the SMED workshop was 44.16%
decrease of the changeover time, from an average of 98

changeovers were observed, one initial and one after

shown in table 4. Initially total duration is 5910 Sec, after

Table 2: Definitions of Internal and External activities
Internal changeover All activities that can only be done while the machine stops. Typical activities are; mounting / demounting of parts in
the machine, adjustments, test run until first good part, etc.
External changeover All activities that are required for the changeover but can be done while the machine is running. Typical activities are
preparation of tooling and fixtures, transport of production material and supplies, preparation of changeover place, etc.

Table 3: ECSR definitions
Elimination The changeover steps can be omitted completely during the internal changeover, that means for the next change over they
are not necessary any more. This is the most difficult type of waste reduction and it requires mostly procedure changes.
Combination By combining parallel, “rhythmic“ activities of changeover steps the internal change over time can be reduced.
Redistribution The changeover steps are redistributed to reduce waste. This optimises the sequence.
Simplification By modifying and/or using tools, equipment and fixtures, the changeover procedure is simplified.
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Table 4 Initial and after duration for changeover time

CLASSIFICATION INITIAL DURATION AFTER IMPROVEMENTS

Movements 00:15:55 00:01:15
Documentation 00:03:20 00:01:50
Adjustment 00:04:50 00:14:39
Control 00:00:30 00:00:37
Mechanical changeover 00:48:47 00:33:14
Breakdowns 00:00:00 00:00:00
Transports 00:66:23 00:03:25
Cleaning 00:03:23 00:00:00
Waiting 00:17:40 00:00:00

TOTAL duration 01:38:30 00:55:00

CONCLUSION 5. Saravanan,   T.   and   R.   Udayakumar,   2013.

The project presents a significant amount of the time line, Middle-East Journal of Scientific Research,
products spent on the production system usually was ISSN:1990-9233, 15(12): 1698-1701.
waiting and non-value added. Quantitative evidence 6. Law,     A.M.     and     W.D.    Kelton,   1991.
showed that many of the Lean manufacturing tools have Simulation Modeling and Analysis, second ed.
an expected impact related to the reduction of this waiting McGraw-Hill, New York. 
time. The current state VSM is drawn for the Carriage 7. Rahani,    A.    Muhammad    al-Ashraf,   2012.
Building press shop. The objective of the SMED Production Flow Analysis through Value Stream
workshop was 44.16% decrease of the changeover time, Mapping: A Lean Manufacturing Process Case
from an average of 98 minutes to 60 minutes. In this paper, Study, Procedia Engineering, 41: 1727-1734. 
the effectiveness of lean principles is substantiated in 8. Saravanan, T., R. Udayakumar and G. Saritha, 2013,
systematic manner with the help of various tools, such as Simulation Based line balancing of a single piece flow
Value Stream Maps and SMED. During the workshop two line, Middle-East Journal of Scientific Research,
changeovers were observed, one initial and one after ISSN:1990-9233, 16(12): 1790-1793.
improvements had been implemented in CB press shop 9. Ravikumar Marudhamuthu, Marimuthu
[12-15]. krishnaswamy and Damodaran Moorthy Pillai, 2011.
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